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A lookbook 

for autumn 

as told by 

The Wild

 Mother

AUTUMN
2019

twm

How high can the moon go in this crisp distance? How quickly can time lapse in this evening air? How true can a heart love with the release of  her leaves? 
We’re stripped back to our truest elements, so we draw others close, listening to their whispers, on a long wind. We build fires and set tables to be enjoyed 

early in the night, when the day begins to fade. And then my lover holds my hand to share a memory. We draw close. We draw close.
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words 
of 
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bountiful

nostalgic 

picturesque

crisp

rich

During Autumn, you’ll find The Wild Mother Creative Studio in full swing, preparing for 
our most robust season of  events. With the Earth showing off  her boldest colors and 
intriguing textures, our team manifests a true sense of  bounty. We love the imagery of  
setting a table with a simple harvest’s spread and placing a bold floral arrangement right in 
the center that reminds your guests of  life’s cycles. 

This year, our designers are particularly intrigued by the golden, honey, and terracotta hues 
of  Autumn. We hope to juxtapose modern tables, gowns, and hair with plenty of  texture. 

As you browse through this seasonal lookbook, please jot down any ideas that it may 
spark, and be sure to share with one of  our designers! 

Much love, 
The Wild Mother

STUDIO / DESIGNER 

The Wild Mother

MATERIALS 

flowers, dried foliage, 
baskets, tape, wire, 
velvet ribbon
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WINTER
2019

twm

Write me a letter, a poem, a song. Notate it in your hand—on lined paper, on staff  paper, or on the back of  a napkin. Send it by post, that way it will 
see the countr y on its way here. I’ll bake you a pound cake—a selfish gesture, I must confess. The oven’s heat will warm the whole house for hours. And, 

as the cake rises in my great-grandmother’s bundt pan, I’ll line a box with wax paper where the cake will live during its journey by post. And when you’re 
home, we’ll remember these days apart. 
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sturdy

fragrant 

magical 

traditional

cozy

Winter is full of  sacred moments: holy holidays, well worn traditions, and the ringing 
in of  a new year. It is a time of  pure magic and nostalgia which our designers revel 
in. In these months of  sparse vegetation and a chill in the air, we are stripped down 
to the core of  ourselves, and our true nature is on display as we attend parties, sing 
hymns, and gather with family. 

During this season, our designers hope our work reflects the beauty of  scarcity—
pulling no stops, sparing extravagance in exchange for timeless elegance. We aim 
to mirror nature's provision of  momentary color in an otherwise stark landscape—
usually reds berries, green foliage, blue berries—throughout our winter designs.

Much love, 
The Wild Mother

STUDIO / DESIGNER 

The Wild Mother

MATERIALS 

flowers, foliage, 
metallic bowls, wire, 
cheesecloth
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 Mother2020
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We huddled around the fireplace and sipped on cup after cup of  tea to chase away the chill of  Winter. Then, she sprouted from the Earth like 
watercolors traveling the highway fibers of  the Painter’s canvas. Spring had come! Her dance was intoxicating and made even the coldest heart 

among us feel her charm. So now, let us go out of  doors and breathe in the dew.
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muchAfter every Winter season, the anticipation of  Spring is nearly tangible at The Wild Mother 
Creative Studio. Choosing TWM for your event, wedding, or singular custom arrangement 
means that you are investing in living art that is not contrived and is always nodding to the 
new life of  Spring. 

Our love/love relationship with color, obsession with texture, and inspiration from the 
natural world lends itself  to a truly unique floral design approach. 
So, as you browse through this seasonal lookbook, please jot down any ideas that you have 
dreamt up and we will come around it with what we do best!

Kindly, 
TWM 

STUDIO / DESIGNER 

The Wild Mother

MATERIALS 

bulb-flowers, 
blooming branches, 
garden pots, silk 
ribbon
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Let’s rise early before the Summer sun grows. It’s time to glean from the peach trees again. Can’t you smell their fruit from here? And, when 
we’ve gathered our bushels of  ever y bit that’s ripe, we’ll pack a lunch basket filled from the garden and head for the trail. Once we’ve climbed 

half  way to the top, we’ll rest in the wild onion patch eating our precious gold. The air will be heavy and balmy for the creek in the West 
pasture is brimming over. Nevertheless, we will wipe our brows not minding one bit. This day and its ever y detail has already been forged by 
our kin generations before. So let’s climb to the top where they have been, looking out at what is old, familiar, and sacred. Definitely sacred. 

Again, I say, let’s rise early before the Summer sun grows. 
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For The Wild Mother, Summer is a season of  planning, plotting, and preparing for the year 
ahead. Things slow down in our studio, which gives space to hone our craft and discuss 
future weddings and events. 

The occational Summer event is a treat for us because we procure local bounty from 
Oklahoma City's garderns—fragrant basil, zennia, and wild vines become the backdrop for 
boutique roses, tulips, and dahlia we purchase from all over the world. 

We love these slow, hot, long days and cherish every moment of  rest. We find them to be 
a time to host in the simplist of  ways, with only the necessary elements present. We hope 
your partys this Summer are just as sweet.

Sincerely, 
TWM 

STUDIO / DESIGNER 

The Wild Mother

MATERIALS 

local flowers, garden 
roses, white bowls, 
linen 
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